Type classes with FDs
Type classes with functional dependencies [Jon00] . A typical example written by a type class acrobat: data Z --zero data S n --successor 
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This talk
Chameleon: Haskell-style language with CHR-programmable type system: Constraint Handling Rules (CHRs) [Frü95] . Extensions such as type classes with functional dependencies can be programmed via CHRs.
Generalized algebraic data types.
Expressive types = GADTs + CHRs Step ( Step Base) represents a proof for Sum (S (S Z)) a (S (S a))
GADTs versus proof systems: append :: Sum l m n => List a l -> List a m -> List a n append Nil ys = ys append (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append xs ys) yields ∀a, l, m, n.∃t. (Sum l m n ∧ t = List a l → List a m → List a n) ⊃ 0
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for how to generate implication constraints out of program text.
We normalize for checking purposes by applying the law that
We check C 1 ⊃ C 2 by executing C 
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Type error diagnosis (GHC 6.4) append2 :: Sum l m n -> List a l -> List a m -> List a n append2 Base Nil ys = Nil --ys wrong!!! append2 (Step p) (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (append2 p xs ys
GHC says:
Couldn't match the rigid variable 'n' against 'Z' 'n' is bound by the type signature for 'append2' Expected type: List a n 
Type error diagnosis (Chameleon)
A type error may also be due to an "incomplete" axiom system. 
Conclusion

Chameleon = GADTs + CHRs
Powerful type inferencer/checker which supports type error diagnosis (implication constraint solver).
Type functions can be encoded via CHRs.
Type checking becomes much harder if we impose (non-trivial) kinds on types (⇒ closed-world solving).
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